
 

 

 
 
 

 

General Service Rate $ 60/ hr

Rifle Work

Full Cleaning starts at $75

Mount Scope (includes Lapping Rings if needed, Torque to specs, Level sight, & Boresight) starts at $50

Zero @ Rifle Range 100 yards (up to 300wm) $100

Zero @ Rifle Range 200 yards (300wm +) $125

Check Headspace $40

Make Chamber Cast $60

Thread Barrel starts at $120

Cut/Crown/Thread starts at $150

Glass Bed Action starts at $120

Pillar Bed Install $60

Trigger Install starts at $50

Trigger Work (depending on model) starts at $80

Stock Inletting starts at $80

Sling Swivels install (plus parts) $50

Install Mercury Recoil Reducer starts at $75

Install Recoil Pad (includes Limbsaver, Pachmayr, Kickeez) starts at $120

Install Spacers (in addition to Recoil Pad install, trimmed to fit with Pad) starts at $75

Cut down stock to proper Length of Pull $40



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shotgun Work

Full Cleaning (includes Chokes Clean & Lubed)

Pump starts at $70

Semi-Auto starts at $80

Over/Under (includes Firing Pin removal/clean & Extractor Timing Check) starts at $100

Install Sight Beads (drill & tap) each $40

Sling Swivels install (plus parts) $50

Install Mercury Recoil Reducer starts at $75

Install Recoil Pad (includes Limbsaver, Pachmayr, Kickeez) starts at $120

Install Spacers (in addition to Recoil Pad install, trimmed to fit with Pad) starts at $75

Cut down stock to proper Length of Pull $40

Polish Bore each $90

Polish Chamber each $90

Handgun Work

Full Cleaning starts at $60

Glock trigger install starts at $40

S&W trigger install starts at $60

S&W Trigger tuning $90

1911 Trigger job (plus parts) $90

Sight Install (most models) $45



 

 

 

 

AR-15 Work

Full Cleaning starts at $70

Install Trigger (plus parts) $50

Assemble complete Lower $55

Assemble complete Upper $65

Pin/Weld muzzle device starts at $50

Change Handguard (depending on configuration) starts at $45

Wood Refinishing

Hand rubbed oil finish w/ open grain starts at $160

Hand rubbed oil finish w/ filled grain starts at $260

Sprayed on lacquer starts at $125

(Removal of dents, crack repair, and stripping epoxy finishes available on individual request basis)

Metal Bluing (all finish work is priced on an individual basis.

 Factors to consider are: Rust Pitting, disassembly/reassembly, Ribbed barrels, Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun)

Rust Bluing (usually for high-end doubles) starts at $200

Hot Salts Bluing

Matte Finish starts at $120

Satin Finish starts at $150

High Polish Finish starts at $225


